Preparation Options for the

ACT & WORKKEYS
®

®

Assessments

We know that college entrance and workforce readiness exam preparation is a big undertaking
for educators and students alike. But, even so, if you’re proactive in your preparation efforts with
students, you can all go into test day feeling calm and confident. And, with the right tools, designing
a rigorous and effective ACT and WorkKeys test preparation program for your learners doesn’t have
to be a Herculean effort.

Individualized
preparation that
identifies knowledge
gaps and provides
aligned instruction

Comprehensive
preparation that
provides instruction
on assessed topics

Targeted
preparation that
lets students
practice their skills

Assessment-driven learning
paths to close skill gaps

Robust ACT or WorkKeys
test preparation courses

Practice opportunities to
build students’ confidence

[Edmentum] has been very instrumental in raising ACT scores, especially on WorkKeys.
We had one school go up 62% from one year to the next.
— Marlin Ramsey, Assistant Superintendent Beauregard Parish School Board, LA

Programs Aligned to ACT or WorkKeys Assessments
Edmentum Assessments
Our assessments provide you with the tools needed to
understand students’ baseline competencies and
monitor progress.
■ T
 hree comparable fixed tests for each subject area of
the ACT Assessment
■ Automatically generated individualized learning paths
■ High-quality curriculum to address skill gaps

Courseware
Our online ACT and WorkKeys test preparation courses are built on
a solid instructional design that focuses on both the acquisition and
retention of knowledge.
■ A
 n in-depth course for each subject area of the ACT and
WorkKeys Assessments
■ S
 tructured curriculum that addresses the topics covered on the
assessments
■ Integrated assessments that allow learners to move past
content they have already mastered

Study Island
Our customizable practice and preparation solution gives
students the opportunity to test their knowledge on practice
ACT questions.
■ A
 large bank of practice items aligned to the topics
covered on the ACT Assessment
■ T
 est-taking strategy guides and videos for each subject
area of the ACT
■ Built-in lessons to review tested concepts
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